Overview
NO SHAME Productions is a new enterprise of the Springer Opera House, whose
mission is to offer support to local artists who wish to produce an original work in the
forms of funding, guidance, and resources to promote fully realized artistic visions.
At our weekly NO SHAME show, artists are provided five minute slots to present original
work of all kinds; be it music, poetry, scenes, standup, and more. Many NO SHAME
performers have ideas and ambitions that exceed a five-minute slot, but lack the
resources to take their work to the next level. NO SHAME Productions will assist artists
by providing assistance to take new works from their idea stages through their actual
realization.
Potential projects may be of any type, providing the follow the guidelines of eligibility
are met. They may be short plays, film, music albums, orchestrations, choreography,
visual art installations, etc.
Eligibility guidelines:
1) Must be an original work
2) Must be from an emerging artist or creator in the local Columbus Metropolitan
area
3) Must be clearly conceived of and described
4) Must be realistically achievable
Projects will be chosen based off resources available, resources needed, and the
viability of the project in question.
Monetary funding will be collected at the weekly NO SHAME show in the form of
voluntary donations, as well as through an online transaction portal. The kind of
funding, guidance, and resources provided will reflect the type of project and the
degree of assistance required.
Artists and creators can submit a completed NO SHAME Productions Proposal Form to
akaman@springeroperahouse.org or submitted to Alli Kaman in person at the weekly
NO SHAME show. Applications will then be reviewed by a panel of local Columbus
Arts professionals. Applicants may be required to submit additional information before
being chosen. Projects that are chosen will be required to submit a final report upon
the completion of their projects.

Proposal Form
1. Name of Artist ______________________
2. Email _____________________ Phone Number_____________________
3. Title of project ____________________
4. Type of project ____________________
5. Describe the project. Be as specific, clear, and descriptive as possible. You may attach files or
additional paper if needed.

6. Describe artist’s level of experience, training, or otherwise artistic endeavors until this point.

7. Describe your artistic vision for this project as well as what the audience is that it will
reach.

8. Attach a realistic proposed budget for project. If project is selected, this is subject to be revised. A
donation match may be requested by the review panel in order to receive funding for the project.

9. Attach any additional information or material to show us why your project is a good candidate for
NO SHAME Productions.

